
The Nature of Light



Ole Roemer (1676)





The Speed of Light
n Accurately measured in a vacuum:

186,282 miles per second!

11 million miles per minute

671 million miles per hour

5.9 trillion miles per year



Betelgeuse:

427 years

Rigel:

773 years

Orion Nebula:

1600 years



Light year

The distance a beam of light will travel 
in one years time.

5.9 Trillion miles

5,900,000,000,000 miles



Betelgeuse:

427 light years

Rigel:

773 light years

Orion Nebula:

1600 light years



Thus, looking into space is to travel in a time machine



How does light travel ?
Isaac Newton



Light must behave as a packet of 
energy…

ROY G. BiV



Light must behave as a packet of 
energy…

ROY G. BiV



How does light behave?
Thomas Young







Light must behave like 
a wave of energy…



What is light?
James Clerk 

Maxwell

What we commonly refer to as “light” is actually 
the combination of electricity and magnetism.

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY

ELECTROMAGNETIC   RADIATION



Wave Mechanics



Wavelength (λ)
n The distance between two successive wave peaks or 

valleys

n Wavelength for light is measured in  Ångstroms

where 1Å = 10-10 meters





Range of wavelengths for visible light:

7000 Å – 4000 Å



Frequency (ν)

The number of cycles per second that pass a 
given point.

Hertz (Hz) where 1Hz = 1 cycle/second







How are wavelength and frequency 
related?

Speed = wavelength x frequency υλ=c
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AM Radio 
540 KHz – 1650 KHz 

1825 ft – 598 ft

FM Radio
88 MHz – 108 MHz

11.2 ft – 9.2 ft
Television

1 GHz – 100 GHz
1 ft – 1/10 inch



Sir Frederick William Herschel, 1800 



Johann Ritter,  1801

Silver Chloride



Long λ =   Low ν

Short λ =  High ν





How are Wavelength, Frequency 
and Energy Related?

“Light is composed of packets 
of energy (particles) called 
PHOTONS ”

Each photon carries an 
associated energy with it
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Example:

Photon energy for red light:

E=0.00012 calories

Photon energy for blue light:

E=0.00021 calories

Short λ = High Energy

Long λ = Low Energy



Example:

Photon energy for red light:

E=0.00012 calories

Photon energy for blue light:

E=0.00021 calories

1 Calorie = amount of energy needed to raise temperature
of 1 gram (~ 1 teaspoon) of water 1 degree C

red light = 8333 photons
blue light = 4761 photons



James Clerk Maxwell 



Maxwell’s Equations



Michael Faraday



Electromagnetic Radiation and 
Temperature

Everything in the Universe has a temperature 
associated with it.

Temperature can be thought of as a measure of 
the average velocity of atoms or molecules.



TEMPERATURE SCALES:

FAHRENHEIT (°F)

32° = freezing point of water

212° = boiling point of water

CENTEGRADE (°C)

0° = freezing point of water

100° = boiling point of water
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Absolute Scale

KELVINS (K)

Based on theoretical limit for temperature

Absolute Zero Ø 0 K

Uses same increment as CENTIGRADE



0
o 
K, -273

o
C, -459.4

o
F

Freezing point of water

Boiling point of water

273
o 
K, 0

o
C, 32

o
F

373
o 
K, 100

o
C, 212

o
F



Josef Stefan (1879)

Everything in the Universe has a temperature 
associated with it.

Objects in nature will emit energy based 
upon their temperature.
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BLACKBODY RADIATION

Thermodynamic Rules for Blackbodies:

1. An object that reflects NO light.

2. An object that absorbs ALL light that falls 
upon it.

3. An object that emits light as a result of its 
temperature only.









Wilhelm Wien (1897)



Wilhelm Wien (1897)
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Example of Wien’s Law:
How to find the cat in the dark…
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Temperature of the Sun
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Star Colors



Star Colors



Star Colors







The Electromagnetic Spectrum





Ernest Rutherford, 1911



Ernest Rutherford, 1911





Protons: + charge
determines chemistry

Neutrons:   no charge
adds stability
adds mass

Electrons:   - charge
interacts with rest of 
world interacts with 
light







The Simplest: Hydrogen





Josef Fraunhofer, 1787-1826



The Sodium Story



Bunsen

Kirchhoff





•from hot objects are continuous, like a rainbow 

•atoms only emit light of specific colours, 
revealing their fingerprints as a line spectrum

•atoms in front of a hot object absorb light at these 
colours, giving an absorption spectrum



Generation of Emission or Absorption Line Spectrum



Hydrogen

Helium

Neon

Iron

Visible Spectra of common Elements

Krypton

Xenon



Prism or Diffraction Grating





Spectral Sequence in Color
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Doppler Shift of Light: measuring the speed
of objects

λo

z = v/c  =  (λ-λo)/ λo

v = velocity of object
c = velocity of light (300,000 km/sec)
λo = rest wavelength
λ = measured wavelength

λ



Magnetic Field Map of star FU Aurigae



In 1835, Auguste Comte, the French philosopher and 
founder of sociology, said of the stars:

“We shall never be able to study, by any 
method, their chemical composition or 
their mineralogical structure... Our 
positive knowledge of stars is necessarily 
limited to their geometric and mechanical 
phenomena”.



Telescopes



Why do 
astronomers use 

telescopes?

How do telescopes 
work?

Which telescopes 
do astronomers 

prefer?



Why do astronomers use 
telescopes?

1.  Light Gathering Power

Gathering more light makes faint objects 
appear brighter.

Objects that are normally too distant and faint 
to be seen with the eye can be seen with a 
telescope.



Human Eye:

Area of pupil = πr2

Area of pupil = π (0.15cm)2

Area of pupil = 0.07cm2



Modest sized telescope (MLO 40inch):

Area of telescope opening = πr2

Area  = π (50 cm)2 = 7,800 cm2

RATIO = 7,800/0.07 = 111,000











Bigger is better!



2.  Increased Resolution
Resolution:
The ability to see fine details in small objects.





Angular Resolution:
α = the minimum angle that can be resolved.
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Example (human eye vs. MLO):

Choose λ = 5000 Å or 0.00005 cm
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So you’re thinking “build ‘em 
really huge”?

Not so fast!

The atmosphere limits the resolution of any 
telescope.

SEEING:

The smearing of an image seen with the 
telescope due to the turbulance of the Earth’s 
atmosphere.

1” → 0.25” at the very best!



Hale 5-meter versus the 30-meter telescope



OWL Telescope  100-meter!!



Comparison of the sizes!



Other atmospheric problems?



So where do we put telescopes to 
minimize the problems?





Where is the ULTIMATE place to 
put a telescope?





In the 1960’s and 70’s as space telescopes were being advanced

Unforeseen technology advances were occurring with
with ground based telescopes

- Adaptive optics: the ability to compensate
for the blurring effect of earths atmosphere







Chandra X-Ray Telescope/Observatory



Kepler’s Star:  Super nova remnant in X-rays



Gravity Wave Telescope: LISA



Probing ever Deeper into Space 
and the Past



Probing ever Deeper into Space 
and the Past



James Webb Space Telescope


